
Barnier’s Brexit bonus

Markets

 Global equity market performance was mixed across

the board. In GBP terms, Emerging Markets led the

way, returning +2.36%, followed by Europe down

0.01%, the US (0.18%), Japan (-0.25%) and the UK

was the laggard (1.36%).

 Bonds were mixed over the week. UK Gilts were up

+0.14% and corporate bonds were down -0.90%

respectively. In local terms, European government

bonds fell -0.14% while US government bonds rose

+0.66%.

 GBP depreciated vs USD, EUR and JPY by 1.06%,

1.80% and -1.93% respectively.

 In USD terms, the oil price fell -6.20% and gold rose by

+0.91%.

Macro

 In the latest Brexit development, the EU’s chief

negotiator has proposed extending Britain’s time to

transition out of the EU until 2022. The UK remains

keen to avoid using the backstop plan, due to the N.I.

border issue, suggesting that Britain would be open to

a ‘maximum’ extension until 2022. However, this will

likely aggravate Conservative party rebels as the prime

minister fights to keep her Brexit deal alive. Looking

forward, Mrs May has to finalise the last part of her

Brexit deal this week, ahead of the EU summit. Sterling

has been hampered by Brexit headlines, finishing the

week down vs USD, EUR and JPY.

 American and Chinese negotiators have stepped up

trade negotiations after President Trump agreed to

meet at the G20 summit this month. China remains

cautious over whether Trump actually wants to agree

to a deal, however, his rumoured direct involvement in

the phone call has helped reassure Chinese officials.

Markets are keen to avoid any more tariffs, and the

news of a resolution has helped reassure markets as

US equities rallied on Friday after the announcement.

 Oil prices have bounced back marginally after suffering

their worst one-day decline since July, adding to the

volatility of a week dominated by fears of a slowdown

in global demand. This was due to a particularly bleak

forecast for global demand from OPEC’s research arm

which rattled the market. The projection also suggested

that in the long term, certain OPEC members may be

forced to curb supplies to avoid a build-up of oil stocks.

Despite some uplift, oil prices closed the week down

over 6%.

View of the Manager

• Global growth remains resilient but the Manager

sees evidence of the recovery being less

synchronised. It expects earnings growth to remain

positive and inflation to cause gradual interest rate

rises.

 Despite elevated geopolitical risk, the Manager

believes this is an environment favouring equities

over bonds.

 Within its regional equity allocation, the Manager is

cautious on UK equities and favours those regions

most attractively positioned to benefit from the

improvement in the global growth dynamic.
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Performance to 16/11/2018 1 Week YTD

Equity GBP Total Return %

UK -1.36 -5.34

Europe -0.01 -5.69

US -0.18 10.41

Japan -0.25 -3.41

Emerging Markets 2.36 -8.00

Bonds Local Total Return %

UK Gov 0.14 -1.22

UK Corp -0.90 -2.92

EUR Gov -0.14 -0.77

US Gov 0.66 -1.57

Currency %

GBP vs USD -1.06 -5.02

GBP vs EUR -1.80 -0.19

GBP vs JPY -1.93 -4.89

Commodities USD %

Oil -6.20 -6.55

Gold 0.91 -5.31
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